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BACKGROUND
The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) prepared this study in response to a
request from the Center Hill Rural Planning Organization (RPO) and the City of Cookeville to
evaluate the corridor of State Route 136 (South Jefferson Avenue) in Putnam County,
Tennessee. The specific area of study lies between Interstate 40 and State Route 111. This
request was advanced due to the potential increase of commercial and retail development within
this immediate area. The study corridor currently has a high volume of existing traffic and also
has a significant amount of vehicular crashes over the past few years. Vicinity and location maps
are provided in Figures 1 and 2 for reference.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The corridor of SR-136 (South Jefferson Avenue) located in the southern portion of the City of
Cookeville, is classified as an urban minor arterial. This roadway is a major route that provides
access to I-40 and SR-111, not only for local residents and Putnam County, but adjoining White
County as well. The study area extends from SR-111 (Log Mile 0.00) located south of the City to
I-40 (Log Mile 2.35). Traffic operations through the study area were divided and analyzed in three
sections; 1) from SR-111 to Pigeon Roost Road, 2) from Pigeon Roost Road to Messenger Road,
and 3) from Messenger Road to I-40. Three (3) different roadway cross-sections and right-of-way
widths exist through the study area. The roadway cross-section consists of 12-ft travel lanes and
4-ft and 6-ft shoulders. Both the travel lanes and shoulders are comprised of asphalt.
Several side roads intersect SR-136 through the study area. The study area also contains two
signalized intersections, one at W. Davis Road and the other at Bunker Hill Road near the I-40
interchange.

SR-136 – Looking south, near SR-111
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From SR-111 to Messenger Road, the existing SR-136 roadway has two travel lanes. Base year
(2012) annual average daily traffic (AADT) for this section is 10,860 vehicles. Existing right-ofway width along this particular area is approximately 80 feet.

SR-136 – Looking south, between Messenger Rd. and Sliger Rd.
From Messenger Road to I-40, base year (2012) existing AADT is 16,390 vehicles. This section
of existing roadway consists of three different pavement cross-sections and three differing rightof-way widths. Between Messenger Road and W. Davis Road, the existing roadway and right-ofway is consistent with the previously mentioned cross-section; two travel lanes and 80 feet rightof-way, respectively. At the signalized intersection of W. Davis Road and SR-136, the roadway
section changes to four travel lanes; two lanes dedicated for southbound traffic, one lane
dedicated for two-way left-turns, and one travel lane dedicated for northbound traffic. The rightof-way just north of this intersection widens to approximately 100-feet width. From W. Davis
Road to just south of Bunker Hill Road, the existing roadway widens to five travel lanes; two lanes
each direction with a two-way left turn lane. Auxiliary right-turn lanes are also present in this
section of the study area. The existing right-of-way for this small section is approximately 140feet of right-of-way.

SR-136 – Looking north, just past W. Davis Rd.
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The SR-136 study area is a mix of residential and heavy and light commercial/retail business. An
approximate total of 17 existing single-family residential homes and 37 businesses were observed
within in the study area at the time of this report. The heavy commercial/retail businesses are
located predominantly near the I-40 interchange, from I-40 to W. Davis Road. This section also
contains numerous driveway access points. The section from W. Davis Road to SR-111 consists
of an almost equal mix of light commercial and residential. The Putnam County Solid Waste
Facility and the City of Cookeville Wasterwater Treatment Plant are located near the SR-111
interchange. Two churches are also established within this section of the corridor.
Based upon City of Cookeville tax maps for the area, approximately 23 properties were observed
as either vacant or appeared to be under construction throughout the study area. Most of these
properties were located between SR-111 and W. Davis Road.
The City of Cookeville has identified this study area to be of significant economic importance.
Because of the availability of real estate and access, the City anticipates this area will cultivate
into one of the most preferred locations, ideal for retail and commercial development. Big box
retail stores and hotels have recently located along this section of SR-136 near I-40. The City has
indicated that plans for commercial developments are currently being discussed and foresees
similar growth in the future. The City also anticipates the expansion of the county school system
which has indicated an interest in purchasing real estate along SR-136 for the purpose of
constructing a new elementary and middle school.
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Crash Summary. For the years 2003 – 2005, TRIMS crash data obtained from TDOT indicated
a total of 219 crashes reported along this section of SR-136. The crash data is divided into two
parts, from SR-111 to just north of W. Davis Road, and from just north of W. Davis Road to I-40.
The segment from SR-111 to just north of W. Davis Road shows that 118 crashes occurred in this
location. Of these, two fatalities occurred with four incapacitating injury crashes. Approximately
37 other injury crashes were reported. The manner of crashes in this section were predominantly
rear-end related. A crash rate of 4.75 was calculated for this period, as compared to a statewide
average crash rate of 2.34. The critical rate was determined to be 3.08 and the severity index
was 0.45. The ratio of crashes/critical rate was 1.54 and the actual rate/statewide average was
2.03.
For the segment extending just north of W. Davis Road to I-40, a total of 101 crashes occurred.
No fatalities were reported in this section however two incapacitating injuries occurred with 26
other injury related crashes. The manner of collision in this section is a mix of side-swipe and
rear-end related crashes. A crash rate of 11.69 was calculated for this period, as compared to the
statewide average crash rate of 2.65. The critical rate was determined to be 3.99 and the severity
index was 0.30. The ratio of crashes/critical rate was 2.93 and the actual rate/statewide average
was 4.41.
Crash data was also received from the City of Cookeville Police Department for years 2004-2006
and partial 2007 for the study corridor. This data indicated a high number of crashes and number
of persons injured.

COMMUNITY PROFILE
The City of Cookeville is located in Putnam County, Tennessee. Geographically, Cookeville is
located 79 miles east of Nashville and 101 miles west of Knoxville along Interstate 40 in the
Upper Cumberland Region of Middle Tennessee. Cookeville is the county seat of Putnam County
and is the largest of four cities within the county. The other municipalities are Baxter, Monterrey,
and Algood. Incorporated in 1903, the City of Cookeville’s current land area is 20.4 square miles.
Putnam County and Cookeville is a rapidly growing area located in the eastern portion of middle
Tennessee. The county is home for some 62,000 people and its largest city, Cookeville, has
about 26,000 residents. Table 1 shows the general demographics for the City of Cookeville.

1990 Census
21,744

Table 1 – Population Demographics2
1990 – 2000
2000 Census
Increase
2003 Census
23,923
2,179 – 10.0%
26,052*

2000 – 2003
Increase
2,129 – 8.9%

*Special Census of annexed areas certified by the State of Tennessee, Department of Economic and
Community Development.
2

Source: City of Cookeville Planning Department.
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Forecasts by the City estimate the city population at year 2010 will be 67,128 and 73,308 by year
2020.
Cookeville is a regional center for employment, education, retailing, health care, manufacturing,
and recreational/cultural activities. Approximately 15,000 Upper Cumberland Region residents
travel to Cookeville each day to work, attend school, receive health care, shop, or participate in
leisure time activities. Two of Cookeville’s major employers, Russell Stover Candies, Inc. and
Fleetguard, Inc., employ over 2000 persons alone. As well, Cookeville is the home to Tennessee
Technological University which provides excellent educational opportunities for some 8,500
students.
According to the American Chamber of Commerce Researchers Association, Cookeville is one of
the top 5 most economical cities in the nation. Total employment in the county has increased by
26%. Non-manufacturing jobs increased 42% during the last ten years.
The City of Cookeville has established the land use along SR-136 as an area of regional
commercial activity. As outlined in the City’s conceptual land use plan, SR-136 is identified as a
major commercial area south of Interstate 40 and is critical to the growth and continued
development of the City. A copy of Cookeville’s conceptual land use plan has been included in
Figure 3 on the following page.
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PURPOSE AND NEED
The objective of this report is to analyze the traffic operations along a corridor of SR-136, from
SR-111 to I-40, based upon several factors; 1) congestion, 2) safety and geometrics issues, and
3) socio-economic and infrastructure demands to the local community. This study was initiated
due to the expanding base of commercial and retail development, as well as potential industrial
development, occurring within the area. These entities are a contributing factor of additional
traffic to an already congested local and commuter transportation system. Also of significant
interest is the number of vehicular crashes occurring in this area.
The primary need along SR-136 (South Jefferson Avenue) is to provide for improved local and
regional mobility and access. Several specific needs are included in this goal.
1. Provide an improved north/south route to serve demand for local and regional access to
the interstate and neighboring counties.
2. Improve safety and mobility along SR-136.
3. Accommodate the increased traffic demand spurred by commercial development along
the corridor within the local and neighboring communities.
4. Create an opportunity for additional economic growth within the City of Cookeville and
Putnam County by providing an improved transportation system.

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
Proposed improvements would involve upgrading the existing two-lane roadway along this section
of SR-136 to a four-lane roadway section with a continuous two-way left-turn lane. Two options
were considered for this project, the No-Build Option and Option A. The No-Build Option, as the
name implies, would not have any improvements implemented along the corridor other than
general maintenance and safety improvements necessary. Option A would follow the existing
SR-136 corridor and incorporate two optional proposed roadway typical sections. Right-of-way
necessary to construct the project will be dependant upon several factors such as terrain,
environmental conditions, and land use.
Option A – Proposed improvements to SR-136 would be based upon utilizing the existing
roadway as much as possible. Widening and improvements would occur to both sides of the
roadway in order to create a proposed five-lane roadway from an existing two-lane road. Some
shifting may be required in areas to minimize impacts to homes, businesses, and/or
environmental resources. In addition, shifting of the roadway may also be necessary to address
horizontal geometry and safety deficiencies. It should be noted that deviation from the existing
centerline may have a greater impact upon right-of-way costs. Variable typical sections were
considered for the proposed improvements. The selected typical section should be used
consistently throughout the entire corridor. Two typical sections were deliberated for Option A.
1. An urban section would utilize four @ 12-ft travel lanes, a 12-ft continuous left-turn lane,
10-ft shoulders, and curb and gutter. Right-of-way width for this section would be
approximately 104-ft, depending upon the width of turn lane and shoulder width chosen.
Sidewalks would be included with this section to satisfy pedestrian requirements. In
conjunction, the 10-ft shoulder could be used as a bike lane to satisfy such needs, and
could potentially be reduced in order to minimize right-of-way. A layout of this typical
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section is with the Corridor Plans with this study. Estimated right-of-way cost is
approximately $4,312,000* for this option. Construction costs were estimated be
$17,897,000** using this typical section for the entire study length.
2. An alternative typical section would be to design a rural roadway section, essentially
utilizing similar aspects of the urban section, 4 @ 12-ft travel lanes with a 12-ft continuous
left-turn lane, 12-ft shoulders, but eliminate the curb and gutter for ditches. Pedestrian
and bicycle traffic could utilize the shoulder. This type of section would match better to the
beginning and ending termini of the project and provide continuity. A point of concern is
that rural roadway sections tend to lend to higher vehicle speeds. Right-of-way width for
this particular section is also dependant upon topography since slope lines and an
additional buffer area should be incorporated inside the right-of-way. This dimension is
approximately 150-ft. The typical section diagram for this alternative is shown in
Appendix C - Corridor Plans with this study. Estimated right-of-way cost is
approximately $5,606,000* for this typical section option. Construction cost were
estimated to be $17,045,000** using this typical section for the entire study length.
A summary of estimated costs for the two proposed typical sections is shown below in Table 2.

Table 2 – Estimated Costs

Typical Section Option

ROW*

Construction**

PE
(10% of Constr.)

5 @ 12’ lanes, 10’ shldr, curb/gutter
5 @ 12’ lanes, 12’ shldr, open ditch

$4,312,000
$5,606,000

$17,897,000
$17,045,000

$1,790,000
$1,705,000

Estimated
Total
$23,999,000
$24,355,000

* Based upon estimated 2007 TDOT ROW costs per mile for urban areas with commercial development factor
applied.
**Based upon 2007 TDOT costs per mile with terrain and construction factors applied. Does not include utility
relocation costs.

For both typical sections, construction to improve SR-136 would begin at the SR-111 interchange
by widening the existing two-lane road to a five-lane road up to W. Davis Road. This construction
would encompass approximately 1.64 miles. The addition of the two proposed travel lanes would
be added/dropped at the ramps for the interchange. Widening of SR-136 beyond this point would
not be justified since the traffic report indicates a reduction in traffic volumes south of this
interchange. Currently very little commercial/retail development exists in this area. In addition,
widening may present issues because of the structure configuration and location of bridge piers
for the SR-111 overpass.
From W. Davis Road to Bunker Hill Road, only one lane would need to be constructed based
upon existing conditions, for a length of 0.56 miles. The proposed typical section would tie to the
existing roadway at the I-40 interchange which is currently 6 @ 12-ft travel lanes with a 12-ft
continuous left-turn lane. Based upon analysis and existing conditions, no further improvements
to the I-40 interchange are necessary based upon the improvements of the SR-136 corridor.
Cost estimates for right-of-way and construction were based upon the two areas previously
mentioned. Layout plan sheets have been developed to indicate the study corridor area for the
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aforementioned typical sections. The layout sheets were developed from GIS information
obtained from the City of Cookeville.
As discussed during the stakeholder field review, the Putnam County School District is
considering the addition of an elementary and middle school that would have potential impact to
the study corridor. Information provided by the Putnam County Department of Education
indicates the department intends to construct a new PK-8 campus that will consist of
approximately 600 PK-4 students and 600 5-8 students. The School Board and City of Cookeville
anticipates the extension of West Cemetery Road to connect with SR-136 in order to allow access
to this new campus. Opening of these facilities is expected by Fall 2010. This additional traffic
was considered during analysis of the overall corridor.
Intersection improvements were also evaluated for SR-136 and William Enterprise Drive, near the
I-40 interchange. Base year 2007 traffic shows an AADT of 1,750 vehicles, while design year
2012 AADT projects 1,920 vehicles. Based upon available data and traffic signal warrants, this
intersection does not warrant signalization. A copy of the traffic report has been included in
Appendix B. Further assessment of the intersection examined crash data. The crash rate for
this intersection based upon TDOT TRIMS crash data for the period 2003-2005 was 0.82, below
the statewide average of 1.74. A minimum actual to critical crash ratio threshold of 3.50 is
required to qualify for safety improvements. Therefore, based upon the criteria this intersection
does not qualify for safety improvements as well.
During a field review meeting held on October 23, 2007 at the City of Cookeville Municipal
Building, representatives from the City stated that a continuous two-way left-turn lane would be
preferred over a raised median section. They mentioned in similar situations where medians
were constructed, the City would ultimately end up removing the median which essentially
incurred additional costs to the City. Therefore a median roadway section was not evaluated for
this report. Also, the City mentioned the bike lanes would be greatly welcomed as there is a
bike/pedestrian plan developed that specifically addresses this corridor. A copy of these meeting
minutes is located in Appendix A. During this meeting, these considerations and typical sections
were briefly discussed. It was further discussed that details of this nature and other design
specific criteria would be resolved during public involvement associated with the environmental
evaluation of this project.
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LEVEL OF SERVICE
Operating conditions within a transportation route are distinguished by a “Level of Service” (LOS)
analysis. This analysis reflects the ability of the road to accommodate motor vehicle traffic and
subsequent physical and psychological comfort levels of drivers. A LOS analysis considers
several factors including traffic volumes, number of travel lanes, terrain, truck traffic, and turning
movements. Existing and projected traffic volumes for this study report are included in Appendix
B of this report. Project volumes are for the base year (present year + 5 years) and design year
(present year + 25 years). Schematic diagrams of each intersection are also included with their
respective traffic volume.
LOS is a qualitative measure that describes the character of traffic conditions related to speed
and travel time, freedom to maneuver, congestion, etc. There are six levels of operation ranging
from “A” to “F” with “F” being the worst. A description of the operating conditions for each level is
provided in the following.

LOS

Traffic Flow Condition

A

Free flow operations. Vehicles are almost completely unimpeded in their
ability to maneuver within the traffic stream. The general level of physical
and psychological comfort provided to the driver is the highest.

B

Reasonably free flow operation. The ability to maneuver within the traffic
stream is only slightly restricted and the general level of physical and
psychological comfort provided to the driver is still high.

C

Flow speeds at or near free flow. Freedom to maneuver within the traffic
stream is noticeably restricted and lane changes require more vigilance on
the part of the driver. The drive notices an increase in tension because of
the additional vigilance required for safe operation.

D

Speeds decline with increasing traffic. Freedom to maneuver within the
traffic stream is more noticeably limited. The driver experiences reduced
physical and psychological comfort levels.

E

At lower boundary, the facility is at capacity. Operations are volatile
because there are no gaps in the traffic stream. There is little room to
maneuver. The driver experiences poor physical and psychological comfort
levels.

F

Traffic flow is breakdown. The number of vehicles entering the highway
section exceeds the capacity or ability of the highway to accommodate the
number of vehicles. There is little to no room to maneuver. The driver
experiences poor physical and psychological comfort levels.
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Traffic volumes have been developed by the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT)
based upon Year 2012 and Year 2032. These volumes are shown in the table below.

LOCATION
State Route 136
(S.Jefferson Avenue)

Table 3 – Projected Traffic Volumes
DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUMES (VEHILCES PER DAY)
YEAR 2012 AADT
YEAR 2032 AADT
12,550 veh / day

17,190 veh / day

Currently traffic volumes under existing conditions indicate this corridor is operating at LOS E for
both directions along SR-136, for both base year 2012 and design year 2032 conditions. The
roadway is deficient based upon the aforementioned conditions and will continue to rapidly
deteriorate as traffic increases along the corridor.
Traffic volume was estimated for SR-136 considering additional traffic expected from the new
school campus and extension of West Cemetery Road. To determine these volumes, it was
assumed traffic from West Cemetery Road would increase projected SR-136 volumes by ten
percent (10%). Trip generation calculations were then performed for the school and added to the
roadway network. Projected 2012 and 2032 traffic for this condition is shown below in Table 3a.
Table 3a – Projected Traffic Volumes (with New School Campus)
DAILY TRAFFIC VOLUMES (VEHILCES PER DAY)
LOCATION
YEAR 2012 AADT
YEAR 2032 AADT
State Route 136
(S.Jefferson Avenue)
15,650 veh / day
21,210 veh / day

Results of the existing conditions analysis is shown below in Table 4.
Table 4 – Existing Peak Hour LOS (One Lane Each Direction)

YEAR 2012
AM PEAK
PM PEAK
HOUR
HOUR

YEAR 2032
AM PEAK
PM PEAK
HOUR
HOUR

LOCATION

DIRECTION

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.), south of I-40

Northbound and
Southbound

LOS E

LOS E

LOS E

LOS E

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.), west of SR 111

Eastbound and Westbound

LOS E

LOS E

LOS E

LOS E

Results of analysis considering anticipated traffic from the new school campus due to extending
West Cemetery shows the same LOS as presented in Table 4 above for existing conditions.
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LOS analysis shows that proposed improvements resulting in two travel lanes in each direction
will result in a level of service not less than B for both AM and PM traffic in year 2012 and 2032.
Results for this LOS analysis are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 – Projected Peak Hour LOS (Two Lanes Each Direction)

YEAR 2012
LOCATION

DIRECTION

YEAR 2032

AM PEAK
HOUR

PM PEAK
HOUR

AM PEAK
HOUR

PM PEAK
HOUR

Northbound

LOS A

LOS A

LOS A

LOS B

Southbound

LOS A

LOS B

LOS A

LOS B

Eastbound

LOS A

LOS A

LOS A

LOS B

Westbound

LOS A

LOS A

LOS B

LOS A

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.), south of I-40

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.), west of SR 111

LOS decreases slightly for the proposed conditions when analyzed with the additional traffic from
the West Cemetery Road extension, as shown in Table 5a.

Table 5a – Projected Peak Hour LOS(Two Lanes Each Direction w/New School Campus)

YEAR 2012
LOCATION

DIRECTION

YEAR 2032

AM PEAK
HOUR

PM PEAK
HOUR

AM PEAK
HOUR

PM PEAK
HOUR

Northbound

LOS A

LOS B

LOS A

LOS B

Southbound

LOS A

LOS B

LOS A

LOS B

Eastbound

LOS A

LOS A

LOS A

LOS B

Westbound

LOS A

LOS A

LOS B

LOS A

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.), south of I-40

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.), west of SR 111
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Further LOS analysis was calculated for the interchanges at the termini of the study area; SR-136
@ SR-111 and SR-136 @ Interstate 40. Based upon level of service analysis, the existing
configuration of either interchange will not require modification based upon proposed
improvements along SR-136 and will therefore perform acceptably. For the interchange at SR136 and I-40, LOS A and B were noted with LOS C being the worst condition that will occur for
AM peak hour traffic for year 2032.
For the interchange at SR-111, LOS analysis indicates the ramp from SR-136 to northbound SR111 performs at either LOS A or B except for the ramp intersection for southbound and
northbound SR-111 at SR-136. Peak hour for year 2012 AM indicates a LOS E or F at these
particular locations due to minor vehicle queuing. This level of service could be addressed by
either widening the roadway to separate left/right turns or by signalizing the intersection. Results
for the LOS analyses at these interchanges are shown in Table 6.
Table 6 – Projected Peak Hour LOS at Interchanges

YEAR 2012
AM PEAK
PM PEAK
HOUR
HOUR

YEAR 2032
AM PEAK
PM PEAK
HOUR
HOUR

LOCATION

TURNING
MOVEMENT

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.) and Ramps for
Westbound I-40

Overall Intersection

LOS B

LOS B

LOS C

LOS B

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.) and Ramps for
Eastbound I-40

Overall Intersection

LOS B

LOS B

LOS C

LOS B

Westbound Left Turns
and Thrus

LOS A

LOS A

LOS A

LOS B

Southbound Left and
Right Turns

LOS C

LOS B

LOS D

LOS C

Eastbound Left Turns and
Thrus

LOS A

LOS A

LOS A

LOS A

Northbound Left and
Right Turns

LOS E

LOS C

LOS F *

LOS E *

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.) and Ramps for
Southbound SR 111

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.) and Ramps for
Northbound SR 111
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* At the northbound SR 111 off-ramp, the northbound left and right turning movements will
operate poorly during both peak hours in Year 2032. During the AM peak hour, significant vehicle
queues are projected (20+ vehicles). However, during the PM peak hour, the vehicle queues are
not projected to exceed three vehicles. These conditions are typical for unsignalized intersections
on major roadways, and the vehicle delays are projected to occur during short periods of time
during typical weekdays. The projected traffic volumes are unlikely to satisfy traffic signal
warrants for eight hours of a typical weekday unless significant development occurs in the vicinity
of the interchange. Also, widening the northbound ramp to include separate left and right turn
lanes is unlikely to reduce the AM peak hour delays and queues because the volume of
northbound right turns at this location are very low.
Similarly, Table 6a shows the LOS analysis results at the I-40 and SR-111 interchanges with the
additional traffic estimated from West Cemetery Road. The only substantial difference is the
northbound ramps at SR-111 will warrant a signal sooner than expected.

Table 6a – Projected Peak Hour LOS at Interchanges w/New School Campus

YEAR 2012
AM PEAK PM PEAK
HOUR
HOUR

YEAR 2032
AM PEAK
PM PEAK
HOUR
HOUR

LOCATION

TURNING MOVEMENT

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.) and Ramps for
Westbound I-40

Overall Intersection

LOS B

LOS B

LOS C

LOS C

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.) and Ramps for
Eastbound I-40

Overall Intersection

LOS C

LOS B

LOS C

LOS C

Westbound Left Turns and
Thrus

LOS A

LOS A

LOS A

LOS B

Southbound Left and Right
Turns

LOS C

LOS B

LOS F

LOS C

Eastbound Left Turns and
Thrus

LOS A

LOS A

LOS B

LOS A

Northbound Left and Right
Turns

LOS F

LOS D

LOS F

LOS F

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.) and Ramps for
Southbound SR 111

SR 136 (S. Jefferson
Ave.) and Ramps for
Northbound SR 111
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ASSESSMENT OF OPTIONS
The Tennessee Department of Transportation has adopted seven guiding principles against
which all transportation projects are to be evaluated. These guiding principles address concerns
for system management, mobility, economic growth, safety, community, environmental
stewardship, and fiscal responsibility. The guiding principles are discussed in the following
paragraphs as they relate to the options for improving the study area of SR-136.
Guiding Principle 1: Preserve and Manage the Existing Transportation System
The corridor of State Route 136, from State Route 111 to Interstate 40, is a major route for the
City of Cookeville and Putnam County. Approximately two-thirds of this corridor is currently a
two-lane roadway that accommodates an annual average daily traffic of 12,550 vehicles. Traffic
volumes will continue to increase with the continued commercial and retail development. Option
A is intended to reduce traffic volumes, increase safety, reduce vehicle delays, and improve
operation of the existing transportation system.
Guiding Principle 2: Move a Growing, Diverse, and Active Population
The City of Cookeville is currently home to several large manufacturing industries within the area.
Improvement of the SR-136 corridor will create improved and safer access not only to commercial
and industrial areas, but residential areas as well for the future. Commercial development is
already prominent near the I-40 interchange. As local and regional development occurs,
improvements will be necessary to address an expanding market while accommodating regional
commuter activity. Improvement options should be reviewed along with discussion and input
between local officials and stakeholders.
Guiding Principle 3: Support the State’s Economy
An increase in commercial development is expected along the entire corridor of SR-136 as it is
anticipated this area will become attractive for restaurants, entertainment, and shopping. SR-136
(South Jefferson Avenue) is a vital route not only for the City of Cookeville but Putnam County as
well. This highway serves as a major commuter route as well as providing direct and indirect
access for industry located within the county and outlying areas. Because of the regional
accessibility, an industrial area could potentially be developed south of the SR-111 interchange at
SR-136.
Guiding Principle 4: Maximize Safety and Security
A high rate of crashes occurred along the corridor for the years 2003 to 2005. Crash rates were
determined to be 4.75 and 11.69 for the areas from SR-111 to W. Davis Road and from W. Davis
Road to I-40, which are above the statewide averages of 2.34 and 2.65, respectively. By
comparison, the City of Cookeville Police Department reported 197 crashes occurred along the
corridor from years 2004 to 2007, with 66 of these crashes injury related. The two-lane rural
roadway section is not conducive to the high traffic volumes and numerous driveways along the
corridor. Many of the crashes can be attributed to high vehicular speeds in what could be
considered an urbanized commercial area. Widening improvements would assist in alleviating
crashes by providing additional traffic capacity. Addressing geometric issues, such as horizontal
and vertical alignment, sight and stopping distances, etc., allows for safer operation of the overall
facility at speeds designed for the traffic volumes, surrounding area, and usage of the roadway.
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Guiding Principle 5: Build Partnerships for Livable Communities
Over 15,000 persons, over half of the City of Cookeville’s total population, commute to Cookeville
each day from the surrounding Upper Cumberland Region. Communication and involvement with
stakeholders who utilize this corridor is crucial to the overall community in order to promote and
encourage commuters to travel to Cookeville.
Guiding Principle 6: Promote Stewardship of the Environment
A detailed environmental study will be necessary to implement the improvements described by
each option. Public involvement will be essential in determining the best possible solution to
various situations along the corridor. The options discussed do not pose a significant impact to
the environment.
Guiding Principle 7: Promote Financial Responsibilities
Preliminary cost estimates have been developed for right-of-way, construction, and preliminary
engineering based on the various roadway typical sections considered for this report. The
estimated costs are summarized in Table 7 below. These per mile estimated costs are offered for
assessment purposes. Fluctuation of these costs are anticipated due to inflation and unforeseen
conditions. The goal is to follow a comprehensive planning process that will promote
coordination among public and private operators of transportation systems, and support efforts
that will provide stable funding for the public component of this system. A fiduciary responsibility
is necessary for the development and implementation of projects to minimize costs to the
taxpayer.

Table 7 – Summary of Estimated Costs

Typical Section Option

ROW

Construction**

PE
(10% of
Constr.)

Estimated
Total

5 @ 12’ lanes, 10’ shldr, curb/gutter
5 @ 12’ lanes, 12’ shldr, open ditch

$4,312,000
$5,606,000

$17,897,000
$17,045,000

$1,790,000
$1,705,000

$23,999,000
$24,355,000

**Based upon 2007 TDOT costs per mile with terrain and construction factors applied. Does not include utility
relocation costs which could potentially be estimated at $2,000,000 - $4,000,000.

PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
Information provided by TDOT and a field level survey conducted of the project area indicates
there are no known historic properties within the study area.
A review within the Area of Potential Effects (APE) displays there is some potential impact to
floodplain located near the southern termini of the project, near SR-111, due to Pigeon Roost
Creek. The APE is the geographic area in which an activity may directly or indirectly impact the
environment. A floodplain map, as provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), indicates an area near the southern portion of the corridor lies within the designated
zone due to Pigeon Roost Creek. The limited improvements should have minimal impact or
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effect, if any, to the existing flood zone. A copy of the floodplain map is provided on the following
pages in Figure 4a and 4b.
Pigeon Roost Creek is part of the Caney Fork River Basin. As indicated by the Tennessee
Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEC), Pigeon Roost Creek is on 303(d) list for
sensitive waters of the state.
An evaluation of existing environmental conditions was noted during the stakeholder field review
and noted in the Preliminary Environmental Evaluation checklist. A copy of the form is provided
on the following pages.
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SUMMARY
SR-136 (S. Jefferson Avenue) in Putnam County is a two-lane arterial roadway that serves an
increasingly high volume of both commuter, local, and industrial vehicles each day. SR-136
serves as a connector not only for outlying areas within Putnam County and other neighboring
counties, but provides access to Interstate 40 and downtown Cookeville which is critical to
industry located in the region. The population of Cookeville has continued to grow, increasing
approximately 8.9% from 2000 to 2003. This area along SR-136 is one of the last remaining
undeveloped areas in the Cookeville corporate limits. The availability and cost of real estate in
the surrounding area makes this corridor attractive to commercial and retail development. As this
growth and expansion occurs within Cookeville, local development will contribute more vehicles to
the local transportation system.
The traffic analysis reveals that for the base year 2012, AADT is 12,550 vehicles and the SR-136
corridor operates at LOS E. Future year 2032 AADT projects 17,190 vehicles for this area and
will continue to operate at LOS E. The high traffic volumes combined with high posted speed
limits creates a high number of crashes and the crash rate along the corridor is above the
Tennessee statewide average crash rate. Analysis has shown that the recommended roadway
sections will improve traffic operation for the base and future year to LOS A or B.
Improvements to the SR-136 corridor, from SR-111 to I-40, are necessary to achieve the following
criteria:
•
•

Address operational and safety concerns for current and project traffic.
Provide greater commuter access to local and regional transportation facilities.

Two alternative typical section options were considered in addressing the purpose and need of
this project. The following is a summary of these options.
Section 1
• Construct an urban-type roadway consisting of 4 @ 12’ travel lanes having a 12’
continuous two-way left turn lane, 10’ shoulders, and curb and gutter with
sidewalks.
• Approximate right-of-way width is 104’ for this typical section.
• Estimated Right-of-Way Cost = +$4,312,000.
• Estimated Construction Cost = +$17,897,000.
Section 2
• Construct an open ditch roadway section consisting of 4 @ 12’ travel lanes with a
12’ continuous two-way left turn lane, 12’ shoulders, and open ditch.
• Estimated right-of-way width for this section can vary from approximately 150’ to
200’.
• Estimated Right-of-Way Cost = +$5,606,000.
• Estimated Construction Cost = +$17,045,000.
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If preliminary field reviews indicate the presence of any of the following facilities or Economic, Social
and Environmental categories (ESE), place the number of facilities in the blank opposite the item. Where
more than one location option is to be considered, place its letter designation in the blank.
Option
1.)

Hazardous Material Site or Underground Storage Tanks...........

2.)

Floodplains...................................................................................

3.)

Historical, archaeological, cultural, or natural landmark, or
cemeteries....................................................................................

4.)

Airport.........................................................................................

5.)

Residential establishment...........................................................

X

6.)

Urban area, city, town, or community.......................................
(Cookeville, Est. Pop. 25,065)

X

7.)

Commercial area, shopping center.............................................

X

8.)

Institutional usages:
a. School or other educational institution......................
b. Hospital or other medical facility..............................
c. Church or other religious institution..........................
d. Public Building, e.g., fire station.............................. ..
e. Defense installation.................................................. ..

9.)

Agricultural land usage...............................................................

10.)

Forested land..............................................................................

11.)

Industrial park, factory...............................................................

12.)

Recreational usages:
a. Park or recreational area, State Natural Area...........
b. Wildlife refuge or wildlife management area............

13.)

Waterway:
a. Lake...........................................................................
b. Pond..........................................................................
c. River...........................................................................
d. Stream.......................................................................
e. Spring........................................................................

14.)

Railroad Crossings.......................................................................

15.)

Location coordinated with local officials....................................

16.)

Other...........................................................................................
Figure 5

X

X
X

X

2007 COST DATA SHEET - STATE ROUTE 136, PUTNAM COUNTY, TN
ROW Cost Per Mile x ROW Factor + Construction Cost Per Mile x Terrain Factor x Construction Factor
+ PE Cost (10% of Construction Cost) x Distance

Base Per Mile ROW Cost*

$845,000

Right Of Way (ROW) Factor**
Area
CBD
CBD Urbanized
Heavy Commercial (High Rise, Large Building)
Strip Commercial
Fringe (Mixed, Residential/Commercial)
Industries (Factories, Warehouse)
Light Residential (1/4- Acres)
Medium Residential (Acres+)
Heavy Residential (Apartments)
Public Use (Parks, School)
Rural
Base Per Mile Construction Cost ***

Factor
3.25
12.50
3.25
3.25
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.00

From SR-111 (LM 0.00) to W. Davis Rd. (LM 1.69)
STATE ROUTES
Area Factor Terrain Factor
ROW
$845,000
1.75

$2,684,000

Terrain Factor **
Area
Flat
Rolling
Mountainous
Heavy Mountainous

CON
Factor
1.00
1.30
2.30
3.90

$2,684,000

1.05

1.30

Construction
Factor

Area Factor Length

2.50

PE

1.69

$2,499,088

1.69

$15,478,964

0.10

$1,547,896

Total Cost
Note: Construction Cost includes 1.05 factor for curb & gutter typical section.

$

19,525,947

Construction Factor**
From W. Davis Rd (LM 1.69) to I-40 (LM 2.35)
Recommendation
New 2 Lane
Reconstruct 2 Lane
Reconstruct 3 Lane
Reconstruct 2 to 4 Lane
Reconstruct 2 to 5 Lane
Reconstruct 2 to 6 Lane
Reconstruct 2 to 7 Lane

Factor
1.00
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
2.90
3.30

Recommendation
New 4 Lane
Reconstruct 4 Lane
Reconstruct 4 to 6 Lane
Reconstruct 4 to 7 Lane
New 4 Lane Interstate
Add 2 Interstate Lanes
Add 4 Interstate Lanes

Interstate Urbanized Area Factor **** = Construction Factor x 1.5

Preliminary Engineering Cost
*
**
***
****

Factor
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.50
3.60
3.50
3.60

STATE ROUTES
ROW
CON

$2,684,000

1.05

1.30

Construction
Factor

Area Factor Length

1.00

PE

0.66

$1,812,525

0.66

$2,418,016

0.10

$241,802

Total Cost
Note: Construction Cost includes 1.05 factor for curb & gutter typical section.

10% of construction cost

Cost based on a per mile ROW cost for a rural area from cost data supplied by the Programming Office for
previous need studies.
Factor based on cost data supplied by the Programming Office for previous need studies.
Cost based on constructing a 2 lane road on level terrain from cost data supplied by the Programming Office for
previous need studies.
Factor based on interchange / interchange modification cost in urbanized areas.

SR-136 (South Jefferson Avenue)
From Sr-111 to I-40
Cookeville, Putnam County

Area Factor Terrain Factor
$845,000
3.25

Figure 6

$

4,472,342

Total Estimated ROW

$4,312,000

Total Estimated Construction

$17,897,000

Total Estimated PE

$1,790,000

Total Estimated Cost

$23,999,000

5 @ 12' Lanes , 10' Shldr, curb gutter

2007 COST DATA SHEET - STATE ROUTE 136, PUTNAM COUNTY, TN
ROW Cost Per Mile x ROW Factor + Construction Cost Per Mile x Terrain Factor x Construction Factor
+ PE Cost (10% of Construction Cost) x Distance

Base Per Mile ROW Cost*

$845,000

Right Of Way (ROW) Factor**
Area
CBD
CBD Urbanized
Heavy Commercial (High Rise, Large Building)
Strip Commercial
Fringe (Mixed, Residential/Commercial)
Industries (Factories, Warehouse)
Light Residential (1/4- Acres)
Medium Residential (Acres+)
Heavy Residential (Apartments)
Public Use (Parks, School)
Rural
Base Per Mile Construction Cost ***

Factor
3.25
12.50
3.25
3.25
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.00

From SR-111 (LM 0.00) to W. Davis Rd. (LM 1.69)
STATE ROUTES
Area Factor Terrain Factor
ROW
$845,000
1.75

$2,684,000

Terrain Factor **
Area
Flat
Rolling
Mountainous
Heavy Mountainous

CON
Factor
1.00
1.30
2.30
3.90

$2,684,000

1.30

Construction
Factor
Area Factor Length
1.30
1.69
2.50

PE

1.69
0.10

$3,248,814
$14,741,870
$1,474,187

Total Cost
$
19,464,871
NOTE: Construction Factor of 1.30 applied to ROW based upon add'l area anticipated for open ditch typical section.

Construction Factor**
From W. Davis Rd (LM 1.69) to I-40 (LM 2.35)
Recommendation
New 2 Lane
Reconstruct 2 Lane
Reconstruct 3 Lane
Reconstruct 2 to 4 Lane
Reconstruct 2 to 5 Lane
Reconstruct 2 to 6 Lane
Reconstruct 2 to 7 Lane

Factor
1.00
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
2.90
3.30

Recommendation
New 4 Lane
Reconstruct 4 Lane
Reconstruct 4 to 6 Lane
Reconstruct 4 to 7 Lane
New 4 Lane Interstate
Add 2 Interstate Lanes
Add 4 Interstate Lanes

Interstate Urbanized Area Factor **** = Construction Factor x 1.5

Preliminary Engineering Cost
*
**
***
****

Factor
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.50
3.60
3.50
3.60

STATE ROUTES
ROW
CON
PE

$2,684,000

1.30

Construction
Factor
Area Factor Length
1.30
0.66
1.00

0.66
0.10

$2,356,283
$2,302,872
$230,287

Total Cost
$
4,889,442
NOTE: Construction Factor of 1.30 applied to ROW based upon add'l area anticipated for open ditch typical section.

10% of construction cost

Cost based on a per mile ROW cost for a rural area from cost data supplied by the Programming Office for
previous need studies.
Factor based on cost data supplied by the Programming Office for previous need studies.
Cost based on constructing a 2 lane road on level terrain from cost data supplied by the Programming Office for
previous need studies.
Factor based on interchange / interchange modification cost in urbanized areas.

SR-136 (South Jefferson Avenue)
From Sr-111 to I-40
Cookeville, Putnam County

Area Factor Terrain Factor
$845,000
3.25

Figure 7

Total Estimated ROW

$5,606,000

Total Estimated Construction

$17,045,000

Total Estimated PE

$1,705,000

Total Estimated Cost

$24,355,000

5 @ 12' Lanes, 12' Shldr, open ditch
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING DIVISION
FIELD REVIEW REPORT
Region
2

County
Putnam

Project No.
99107-7086-04

Type of Report:
Transportation Planning Report (TPR)

Route No. & Termini:

Date

SR-136 (South Jefferson Avenue)
From SR-111 to I-40

10/24/07

Date of Inspection
10/23/07

Inspection Made By:
Don Van Hook – TDOT Survey
Greg Taylor – TDOT Design
Barry McClendon – TDOT Survey
Jim Shipley – City of Cookeville
James Mills – City of Cookeville
Michael Swallop – HMB Professional Engineers, Inc.
Gillian Fischbach – Fischbach Transportation Group, Inc.
Mike Biggs – HMB Professional Engineers, Inc.
Tommy Winningham – City of Cookeville
Greg Brown – City of Cookeville
Glen Paschal – TDOT Traffic
Gary Chapman – TDOT Survey
C.L. Tilley – TDOT Planning
Leigh Ann Tribble – FHWA
Gary Webber – TDOT Planning

Written Comments Received From:
None
General Comments:
1. Introductions to all parties attending, HMB explained and discussed the
background and scope of the project.
2. The City stated it would like to see a five lane urban section.
3. HMB states that there are a significant amount of crashes in this corridor. Most
crashes on the south end are rear-end crashes, while the northern portion sees
more side swipes. There have been two fatalities in the past three years, along
with four severe crashes. Crash data indicates these occurred in the southern
portion of the project.
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4. It was suggested to consider a section having five lanes with shoulders with the
potential for a seven lane section in the future. Future traffic does not warrant a
seven lane section.
5. A question was asked if adding bicycle lanes would be considered. The City of
Cookeville stated it welcomes bicycle lanes. It was stated that a 92 foot section
with the shoulder used as a bicycle path could be considered. The City has
already adopted a bike/pedestrian plan and has considered bike lanes for this
corridor.
6. It was explained that this study is not tied to any particular design. This project
involves a corridor study, and is to show a preliminary section, not a specific
ROW. Problems should be identified and typical sections recommended with
costs.
7. It was stated that there is a significant difference in the amount of traffic between
north and south of SR-111 due to commuters and industry. Putnam County is a
regional area which sees a lot of traffic from neighboring counties.
8. HMB reviewed the posted speeds of the sections. Starting from the north terminal
at I-40 going south, the speeds are 40 mph, then 45 mph, then 55 mph near SR111.
9. A question was raised about the presence of any historic or environmentally
sensitive sites. HMB responded that as of this date no known sites exist.
However, there are two churches, one of which is a rescue mission.
10. There is potential for a K-8 school campus holding 1500 students to be built near
the south end of the project. It is estimated that this school will open in
approximately two to three years. This is in the City’s major road plan, and funds
have already been allocated. The property is currently in negotiation. There is
also potential for W. Cemetery Road to be extended and tied into White Road.
The intersection at this school would probably need to be signalized.
11. It was stated that this project is number one on the RPO priority list.
12. A question was raised by TDOT personnel as to whether any large development is
planned south of SR-111. The City stated that when it extends utilities, such as
water and sewer, there could be development in this region. There are potential
talks of an industrial area south of SR-111. It was reminded that the SR-136
designation ends at SR-111.
13. TDOT personnel stated that the next phase after the TPR would be an
environmental study with public input.
14. TDOT personnel stated that options other than a five lane section would be
suggested, such as a four lane section with a median and a no-build. It was stated
that a median section works well in a rural area, but the City has problems with
medians and eventually ends up removing them when further development
occurs.
15. The City prefers curb and gutter along the corridor to control access.
16. TDOT personnel stated that a safety study was requested for William Enterprise
Road. This intersection near I-40 was studied by TDOT but did not meet the
requirements for signalizing. TDOT personnel agreed to send HMB a copy of
this information.
17. HMB made closing comments and reminded everyone that copies of this report
will be sent to each person, who may make additional comments or questions.
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18. The City of Cookeville requested a copy of the TPR report at such time it is
complete.
19. A comment was made that some modifications may be required to the SR-111
interchange. In addition, future growth south of this interchange may also impact
and affect improvements to this interchange.

TPR Field Review Report
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Appendix B – Traffic Report

w/Add'l Traffic from W.
Cemetery Rd.

F i s c h b a c h
Transportation Group, Inc.

26
17 6
9
1011
344

SR 136

1277
523

1176
818

2453
1341

Traffic Engineering and Planning

35
37 5
0
500
522

401
295

1452
15

On-Ramp to
Westbound I-40

Off-Ramp from
Westbound I-40

500
522

2112
1060

956
564

1156
496

5
13 6
11
821
448

401
295

w/Add'l Traffic from W.
Cemetery Rd.

No Scale

N

XX - AM Peak Hour Volumes
XX - PM Peak Hour Volumes

Location
Year
Description

SR 136 at Ramps for Westbound I-40
Year 2012 DHVs

F i s c h b a c h
Transportation Group, Inc.

849
299
7
30 7
19

SR 136

956
564

1156
496

2112
1060

Traffic Engineering and Planning

404
475

Off-Ramp from
Eastbound I-40 03
2
404
475

On-Ramp to
Eastbound I-40

294

486
325

486
325

1982
878

932
398

1050
480

753
270
17
12 9
8

20
18 1
1

w/Add'l Traffic from W.
Cemetery Rd.

No Scale

N

XX - AM Peak Hour Volumes
XX - PM Peak Hour Volumes

Location
Year
Description

SR 136 at Ramps for Eastbound I-40
Year 2012 DHVs

F i s c h b a c h
Transportation Group, Inc.

37
25 3
1
1411
474

SR 136

1784
725

1641
1137

3425
1862

Traffic Engineering and Planning

49
51 7
7
696
722

558
406

1995
20

On-Ramp to
Westbound I-40

Off-Ramp from
Westbound I-40

696
722

2939
1454

1610
679

1329
775

5
18 5
15
1144
620

558
406

w/Add'l Traffic from W.
Cemetery Rd.

No Scale

N

XX - AM Peak Hour Volumes
XX - PM Peak Hour Volumes

Location
Year
Description

SR 136 at Ramps for Westbound I-40
Year 2032 DHVs

F i s c h b a c h
Transportation Group, Inc.

1182
403
9
42 6
27

SR 136

1611
679

1329
775

2940
1454

Traffic Engineering and Planning

561
655

Off-Ramp from
Eastbound I-40 84
2
561
655

On-Ramp to
Eastbound I-40

411

675
448

675
448

2750
1183

1459
647

1291
536

1045
364
24
17 6
2

27
24 7
4

w/Add'l Traffic from W.
Cemetery Rd.

No Scale

N

XX - AM Peak Hour Volumes
XX - PM Peak Hour Volumes

Location
Year
Description

SR 136 at Ramps for Eastbound I-40
Year 2032 DHVs

F i s c h b a c h
Transportation Group, Inc.

23
25

74
84

97
109

Off-Ramp for
Southbound SR 111

97
109

Traffic Engineering and Planning

478
906

2

3

796
1147

SR 136
390
322

367
297
48
22 5
6

487
229

487
229

852
523

On-Ramp to
Southbound SR 111

1330
1429

406
825

404
822

w/Add'l Traffic from W.
Cemetery Rd.

No Scale

N

XX - AM Peak Hour Volumes
XX - PM Peak Hour Volumes

Location
Year
Description

SR 136 at Ramps for Southbound SR 111
Year 2012 DHVs

F i s c h b a c h
Transportation Group, Inc.

123
195

On-Ramp to
Northbound SR 111

123
195

Traffic Engineering and Planning

46
80
407
826

509
781

SR 136
315
210

2

3

261
338

261
338

Off-Ramp from
Northbound SR 111

390
322

77 5
11
313
207
9
25 5
33

797
1148

194
571

148
491

w/Add'l Traffic from W.
Cemetery Rd.

No Scale

N

XX - AM Peak Hour Volumes
XX - PM Peak Hour Volumes

Location
Year
Description

SR 136 at Ramps for Northbound SR 111
Year 2012 DHVs

F i s c h b a c h
Transportation Group, Inc.

32
35

96
10
0

128
135

Off-Ramp for
Southbound SR 111

128
135

Traffic Engineering and Planning

645
1216

549
1116

3

4

1077
1542

SR 136
525
422

493
387
66
30 9
3

672
307

672
307

1162
690

On-Ramp to
Southbound SR 111

1807
1906

552
1120

w/Add'l Traffic from W.
Cemetery Rd.

No Scale

N

XX - AM Peak Hour Volumes
XX - PM Peak Hour Volumes

Location
Year
Description

SR 136 at Ramps for Southbound SR 111
Year 2032 DHVs

F i s c h b a c h
Transportation Group, Inc.

163
259

On-Ramp to
Northbound SR 111

163
259

Traffic Engineering and Planning

65
11
2
552
1120

694
1061

SR 136
431
279

3

4

357
454

357
454

Off-Ramp from
Northbound SR 111

526
422

98 7
14
428
275
4
35 0
45

1078
1542

263
782

198
670

w/Add'l Traffic from W.
Cemetery Rd.

No Scale

N

XX - AM Peak Hour Volumes
XX - PM Peak Hour Volumes

Location
Year
Description

SR 136 at Ramps for Northbound SR 111
Year 2032 DHVs
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